Abstract. In recent years there has been some focus on quasi-stationary behaviour of an onedimensional Lévy process, where we ask for the law P(Xt ∈ dy|τ − 0 > t) for t → ∞ and τ − 0 = inf{t ≥ 0 : Xt < 0}. In this paper we address the same question for so-called Parisian ruin time τ θ , that happens when process stays below zero longer than independent exponential random variable with intensity θ.
Introduction
Let X = {X t : t ≥ 0} be a spectrally one-sided Lévy process defined on the filtered space (Ω, F , F, P ) where the filtration F = {F t : t ≥ 0} is assumed to satisfy the usual conditions for right continuity and completion. Suppose now that probabilities {P x } x∈R corresponds to the conditional version of P where X 0 = x is given. We simply write P 0 = P. We assume that X t → −∞ a.s. as t → ∞.
Define the first passage time into the lower half line (−∞, 0) by
In recent years there has been some focus on the existence and characterization of the so-called limiting quasi-stationary distribution (or Yaglom's limit) defined by: (1) µ(B) := lim
for B ∈ B([0, ∞)). The sense in which this limit is quasi-stationary follows the classical interpretations of works such as Seneta and Vere-Jones [18] , Tweedie [19] , Iglehart [10] (for a random walk), Jacka and Roberts [11] , Kyprianou [13] (within the context of the M/G/1 queue), Martinez and San Martin [17] (for a Brownian motion with drift), Kyprianou and Palmowski [15] (for a general light-tailed Lévy process), Hass and Rivero [8] (for regularly varying Lévy process), Mandjes et al. [16] (for a workload process of single server queue) and other references therein.
In this short paper, the principal object of interest is the quasi-stationary distribution of Parisian type, where τ − 0 is replaced by so-called Parisian ruin time:
(2) τ θ = inf{t > 0 : t − sup{s < t : X s ≥ 0} ≥ e θ , X t < 0}, where e θ is independent of X exponential random variable with intensity θ. The ruin time τ θ happens when process X t stays negative longer than e θ . We want to emphasize that in the definition of τ θ there is not a single underlying exponential random variable but a whole sequence (each one of them attached to a separate excursion below zero). The name for this ruin comes from Parisian option that prices are activated or canceled depending on type of option if underlying asset stays above or below barrier long enough in a row (see [2, 4, 6] ). So far only probability of Parisian ruin is known (see [5] and [3] ). In this paper we will find sufficient conditions for existence and identify via its Laplace transform the following limit:
The idea of the proof of the main results is based on finding double Laplace transform of P x (X t ∈ dy, τ θ > t) with respect to space and time. Then for some specific form of the Lévy measure (that will be defined later) using heavy-side operation we will identify the asymptotics of this probability as t → ∞ (see e.g. [1] and [9] ).
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we state some preliminary facts. Later we we give the main result. Finally, in the Appendix we give the proofs of technical lemmas.
Preliminaries
In this section we give all results for a spectrally negative Lévy process X = {X t } t≥0 , that is a Lévy process with the Lévy measure Π X satisfying Π X (0, ∞) = 0. With X we associate the Laplace exponent ϕ(β) := 1 t log E(e βXt ) defined for all β ≥ 0 and function Φ(q) = sup{β ≥ 0 : ϕ(β) = q}. We will consider also dual process X t = −X t which is a spectrally positive Lévy process with the Lévy measure Π X (0, y) = Π X (−y, 0). Characteristics of X will be indicated by using a hat over the existing notation for characteristics of X. In particular, the probabilities P x and the expectations E x concern the dual process.
For the process X we define the ascending ladder height process (
where L = {L t } t≥0 is a local time at the maximum (see [14, p. 140] 
with the Laplace exponent κ(α, β) constructed from dual process X. Moreover, from the Wiener-Hopf factorization we have:
see [14, p. 169-170] .
We introduce the renewal function:
For spectrally negative Lévy process upward ladder height process is a linear drift and hence the renewal measure is just Lebesgue measure:
Moreover, from [14, p. 195 ]:
.
We will also use the first passage times:
We define Girsanov-type change of measure via:
for any c for which Ee cX1 < ∞, where E t (c) = exp{cX t − ϕ (c) t} is exponential martingale under P x and F t is a natural filtration of X. It is easy to check that under this new measure, X still remains within the class of spectrally negative processes. All quantities calculated for P c will have subindex c added to their counterparts defined on P.
and increasing with the Laplace transform:
We denote
is extended to the entire real axis by setting W (q) (x) = 0 for x < 0. For each x ≥ 0, function q → W (q) (x) may be analytically extended to q ∈ C. Moreover, let
It is known that:
where p = q − ϕ(v) and
We introduce the notation
Further, for
Assume from now on that:
(A1): the Laplace exponent ϕ is well-defined for 0 < θ < θ r , where θ r > 0,
In [15] and [16] it was proved that the quasi-stationary distribution (1) related with the classical
In particular if X is a spectrally negative processes, then
and if X is spectrally positive, then
. The key lemma in deriving above results comes from Wiener-Hopf factorization (see [15, eq. (10) ]) which holds true for any Lévy process: Lemma 1. We have:
where X(t) = sup s≤t X(s).
To obtain main result we will specialize theorem [7, Th. 37 .1] in the following way. We first recall a concept of W-contour with an half-angle of opening φ/2 < φ ≤ φ as it is in [7, Fig 30, p . 240] and
is the region between contour W and line ℜ(z) = 0.
Proposition 2. Suppose thatf (z) =
∞ 0 e −zx f (x) dx (defined for some function f ) satisfies the following three conditions for some α < 0:
: for some constant K and non integer real number s
where K must bef (α) if s > 0 and recall that some function h(x) = o(1) if lim x→∞ h(x) = 0.
Main results
3.1. Spectrally positive case. In this section we assume that X is a spectrally positive Lévy process (bounded or with σ > 0) satisfying conditions (A1)-(A3). Moreover, we will also assume the following condition.
Remark 3. Since Φ(ϑ) is the Laplace exponent of a subordinator we have the following spectral representation:
and
From its definition we see that ξ ⋆ must be a singular point of Φ. Moreover, if there exists a density of Π + which is of semiexponential type, then condition (A4) is satisfied. In particular, this assumption holds for example for a linear Brownian motion X(t) = σB(t) − ct, where c > 0 (see for details [16] ).
To obtain main formula we will use such expansion for the Laplace exponent Φ(q) (for details see [16, Lem. 10] ):
where ϕ(q) = ϕ(−q) attains its strictly negative minimum at
otherwise.
The main result of this section is the following theorem. Remark 5. Consider input process of M |M |1 queue: The arrival process is a homogeneous Poisson process N (t) with rate λ; it is assumed that ̺ := λ/ν < 1.
In this case we have
and it is easy to show that all assumptions (A1)-(A4) are satisfied (see also [16] ). We can also compute exact formula for the Laplace transform
Above theorem is a consequence of Proposition 2 and the following proposition.
Proposition 6. We have:
as q ↓ ξ ⋆ for some C p and H p given in (16) or (17) depending on whether the process is bounded or unbounded variation.
The proof of the Proposition 6 is based on the following intermediate lemma.
Lemma 7. For α ≥ 0 and x > 0 have:
where (i): if process X is of bounded variation then:
(ii): if the Gaussian coefficient σ appearing in the Lévy-Khinchine decomposition is strictly positive then:
:
The proof of Lemma 7 is given in Appendix.
Proof of Proposition 6. We use simple facts saying that if functions a and b have expansions
Applying these identities to the LHS of (19) with (20) or (21) completes the proof.
3.2. Spectrally negative case. We assume in section that X is a spectrally negative Lévy process satisfying conditions (A1)-(A3). Moreover, we will also assume the following condition.
(A5): Function Φ can be extended analytically into G ξ * (ψ) for some π/2 < ψ ≤ π. (y ∧ 1)Π − (dy) < ∞. From its definition we can see that if there exists a density of Π − which is of semiexponential type, then assumption (A5) is satisfied; see for details [16] .
From [16, Lem. 16] we have such expansion for the Laplace exponent Φ(q):
where ϕ(q) attains its strictly negative minimum at q
Moreover, the Laplace transform lim t→∞ E[e
The main result of this section is the following theorem. Remark 10. Consider now the Brownian motion with drift X t = σB t − t for σ > 0. In this case
Note that all assumptions (A1)-(A3) and (A5) are satisfied (see [16] ). We can also compute exact formula for the Laplace transform H n (α, x)/H n (0, x).
This main theorem follows straightforward from the following result and Proposition 2.
Proposition 11.
as q ↓ ξ ⋆ for some some C n and H n given in (26) or (27) depending on whether the process is bounded or unbounded variation.
Proof of Proposition 11 follows from straightforward calculations and the following proposition.
Proposition 12. For α ≥ 0 and x > 0 we have:
where functions G 1 (α, x) and G 2 (α, x) are defined in (24) and (25).
Moreover
(i): if process X is of bounded variation then:
Proof of Lemma 7. For ǫ ≥ 0 we define the stopping time:
which is the first time when an excursion of length greater than e θ starting when X is at −ǫ ending at the moment of getting back up over zero has occurred.
Using strong Markov property we have:
From [16, Thm. 4] and (4) if follows that for x > 0 we have:
Taking ǫ = 0 in (31) completes the proof of (19) in view of the equation (9) .
Moreover, to identify E −ǫ e −αXe q , τ θ −ǫ > e q note that:
This together with (31) and (32) give:
Then from (10) and (11):
where we used the following identities:
We split the analysis into two cases when the process X is of bounded variation and when σ > 0.
In the first scenario taking ǫ = 0 completes the proof of (20) since W (0) > 0. When σ > 0 then the proof of (21) follows from taking limit ǫ ↓ 0 and observing that by [12, Thm 3.10 
is well-defined.
Proof of Proposition 12. The proof is based on strong Markov property and fact that spectrally negative Lévy process creeps upward. Note that:
In (34) we use lack of memory of the exponential distribution.
Then
Thus In the next step we use (32) to derive the following expression:
E x e −αXe q , τ θ > e q = E x e −αXe q , τ and hence P X(e q ) = 0 = q Φ(q) W (q) (0). This completes the proof of (28). To find E e −αXe q , τ θ > e q we use now the same arguments like in the spectrally positive case introducing stopping time τ θ ǫ = inf{t > 0 : t − sup{0 ≤ s ≤ t : X s ≥ ǫ} > e θ , X t < 0} which approximates Parisian ruin time and taking x = ǫ in (28).
